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Abstract

Feferman has proposed a system, FS0 , as an alternative framework for
encoding logics and also for reasoning about those encodings. We have
implemented a version of this framework and performed experiments
that show that it is practical. Speci cally, we describe a formalisation
of predicate calculus and the development of an admissible rule that
manipulates formulae with bound variables. This application will be of
interest to researchers working with frameworks that use mechanisms
based on substitution in the lambda calculus to implement variable
binding and substitution in the declared logic directly. We suggest that
meta-theoretic reasoning, even for a theory using bound variables, is
not as dicult as is often supposed, and leads to more powerful ways
of reasoning about the encoded theory.

x 1 Introduction: why metamathematics?

A logical framework is a formal theory that is designed for the purpose of
describing other formal theories in a uniform way, and for making the work
of building proofs of theorems in those theories easy. Given a description T
of a theory in a framework, a proof of a proposition A in that theory becomes
a proof of a proposition in the framework theory that the encoding of A has
the property `provable in T '. Such a proof is a meta-theorem, and a natural
question to explore is whether we can prove more general theorems in the
framework theory. Furthermore, how can such metamathematics be used to
increase the power and usability of theorem proving systems in practice?
x 1.1 The deduction theorem A good example of the advantage that
formal metamathematics can o er is the deduction theorem [13] for a logic
presented in a Hilbert style. If the notation ` A means that A is provable
T
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in the object-theory T , and T [B ] is the theory T extended with the axiom
B, then the deduction theorem says
If ` [ ] A, then ` B ! A.
This is an interesting theorem for several reasons. First, it is an explicitly
meta-level result, relating a theory to an extended version of itself; it cannot
be stated for theory T inside theory T in a way so that it can be used there.
Secondly, it is a perfect example of a meta-theorem that makes work in
the object-theory easier | the deduction theorem is often the rst theorem
proven about a logic (either that, or there is a proof that it does not hold).
Thirdly, proofs of theorems in the object-logic can be built in fewer steps
by exploiting the meta-theorem. We know that the object level proof can
be built if it is really needed, and that is enough; we do not usually have to
build it.
But usually there is no way of sharing the sort of knowledge embodied
in the deduction theorem properly with a proof development system (pds)
for T . The most that is usually possible, if the pds has a tactic facility,
is for the user to inspect the proof of the meta-theorem and build a tactic
that constructs corresponding object-level proofs. (Here the meta-theorem
amounts to the description and veri cation of an algorithm | a tactic |
that takes a proof of ` [ ] A and transforms it into a proof of ` B ! A.)
But this is unsatisfactory: the deduction theorem justi es a simple constant
time syntactic transformation on an object-level goal, but a corresponding
tactic will take time dependent on the size of the proof supporting that goal.
To be fair, the deduction theorem is a slightly arti cial example, if only
because it is such a useful result that the logic of any pds that is usable in
practice is presented in a way (sequent calculus or natural deduction) that
provides it as a basic rule. However, it does illustrate very e ectively the
gains that meta-level reasoning can provide.
x 1.2 Possible advantages and disadvantages The most obvious advantage of meta-theoretic extension then, is the speed up that it can bring
to practical theorem proving. The gain is not always as dramatic as in the
deduction theorem, but something is usually possible.
Another advantage is less obvious, but at least as important. Tactics
are informal, in that they have no associated formal speci cations which
they can be compared against. Instead, what they are expected to do is
an implicit side e ect of the proof manipulations that they actually describe. For instance, it would probably not be obvious from analysing a
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tactic which implements the deduction theorem that the e ect of running
it would be the e ect that the deduction theorem describes. This problem
with informal tactics is analogous to the general problem of understanding
unspeci ed code. Further, as tactics are combined together to build more
powerful tactics, holding on to any intuition for how they behave becomes
more dicult. To x this, it is easy to imagine a system for verifying a tactic formally against a speci cation1 . However, if a tactic has been veri ed
against a speci cation, why run it at all? Why not just check that the preconditions hold, then directly perform the transformation described by the
speci cation? This approach returns us to the sort of meta-level reasoning
that is discussed above.
There are disadvantages too in extending the system's strength by proving meta-theorems rather than by verifying tactics. In the same way as
tactics can be subtle, dicult pieces of code, meta-level proofs can also be
subtle and dicult to construct. It can be dicult to nd a formalisation
for the meta-theory of a typical logical system that is comfortable to work
in. In particular, there are often supposed to be problems with the formalisation of bound variables. Even without such speci c problems, it usually
takes longer to construct a formally veri ed program (which is what a metatheorem resembles) than it does to construct the same program informally.
So a meta-theorem will not always be superior to a tactic. But when a tactic
is less ecient than the implementation of a meta-theorem, or tries to do
something that is very subtle, or if it is used often, then there is a good case
for replacing it.
A second disadvantage of using a meta-theorem is often not so important
in practice: the speed up it can provide is because it removes the need actually to construct a supporting object level object-level proof, instead, simply
guaranteeing that such a proof could be constructed if necessary. But there
are times when this proof is needed: if the witness term of a constructive
proof is to be extracted, or a transformation tactic (i.e., a tactic from proofs
to proofs, rather than from sequents to sequents) is to be applied, then it is
not enough simply to know that the proof exists. One possible solution to
this would be to have the meta-theory be constructive (as proposed in, e.g.,
[2]), then the actual proof could be reconstructed by examining the proof of
the meta-theorem.
In conclusion, if we are interested in provability, rather than in building
object-level proofs, and if we are prepared to do the work of verifying metaIn fact, formal pre- and post- conditions could be exploited in various ways (such as
combining tactics by reasoning about the conditions, as Bundy suggests in [5]).
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level assertions, then the use of theorem proving in a framework theory gives
us a powerful and secure way to extend our capability to obtain results for
a declared theory.
x 1.3 Overview of paper and research contributions In the remainder of this paper we will look at what is needed from a logical framework
if it is to be practically useful for formulating, proving, and using metatheorems. In x2 we motivate and present Feferman's system FS0 [8] which
we have implemented and in which we have performed a number of experiments. FS0 is a theory of functions and classes of expressions embedded in
second-order predicate calculus. The syntax and theories of formal systems
are presented in FS0 using nitary inductive de nitions. To illustrate, we
formalise a fragment of rst-order predicate calculus. In x3 and x4 we provide details on the practical aspects of doing metamathematics in FS0 . In
particular, we present an example of a speci c meta-theorem that we have
proved: a prenex form theorem for the formalised fragment of predicate calculus. We conclude by drawing lessons from our experience and suggesting
directions for future work.
Our emphasis throughout is on the practical side of meta-theory. In [8],
Feferman lays out FS0 as a theoretical framework for encoding and reasoning
about logics. But, as he himself points out, in the conclusion, that `whether
implementation is feasible and what its value might be can only be judged
by actually trying to carry it out'. We have done just that and we think our
experiments (only one of which is reported here, others are summarised in
[14]) show that FS0 in practice does provide a suitable basis for formalising
and using meta-theory. As far as we know2 ours is the rst implementation
and use of the system.
More generally, we believe that our research provides further support to
the claim that meta-theoretic extensibility is practical and desirable. Notable examples of previous research in this area3 that come to mind are the
work of Aiello and Weyhrauch on algebraic simpli cation in FOL [1], the
work of Constable and Howe on term matching, rewriting, and simpli cation in Nuprl [12, 6], and the work of Boyer and Moore on metafunctions
in their theorem proving system [4]. But there has been little other experimental work in this area. One reason, we suspect, is that meta-theoretic
And as far as Feferman knows [7]
We are excluding research in theorem proving (some of it very notable, such as
Shankar's [17] and Berardi's [3]) in which the theorems proved happen to be of a metamathematical nature, but are not be used as theorem proving procedures in part of a
formalised meta-theory.
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reasoning has a reputation for being dicult. For example, most other logical frameworks are based on type theory or some kind of higher-order logic
in which variable binding and substitution are intended to be captured by
lambda-abstraction and beta-reduction because it is believed to be dicult
to encode `higher-order syntax,' and operations on this syntax, explicitly.
Our work indicates that this is not so. Our formalisation of predicate calculus, and the prenex normal form theorem, involved formalising notions
such as free and bound variables, alpha-convertibility, substitution, and the
like. These de nitions were not dicult, and we needed only to restate definitions found in standard logic texts as explicit inductive de nitions. The
resulting admissible[19] inference rule can be applied more eciently than
an equivalent tactic, and an application of the rule is itself the rst step
to skolemisation and various normal forms, and, from there, to uni cation
procedures and other mechanised proof procedures.

x 2 Logical Frameworks for Metamathematics

Recent work in logical frameworks has focused on the use of frameworks for
constructing proofs rather than formally reasoning about such proofs in the
framework itself. In this paper we wish explore this second possibility, based
on Feferman's proposed framework logic.
In most of the frameworks that have been suggested, e.g., ELF [11], Isabelle [15], and Lambda-Prolog [10], the concern has been ease of proof in
the declared theory. For instance, identifying bound variables and substitution with syntax and operations in the framework theory makes substitution
in declared logics easier to deal with; however, in this approach, bound variables must be understood in terms of properties of the meta-logic, leading
to a less straightforward encoding. The theorems we present in this paper
would have to be understood similarly | the side conditions which we explicitly formalise would have to be treated implicitly. In general, theorems
that mention binding structure explicitly, e.g., those depending on the number of occurrences of named variables, are more easily treated using our
approach.
Another reason for working with Feferman's theory is that it is strong
enough not only to encode the syntax and proof rules of logics but also to
support metatheoretic reasoning about these logics | e.g., we may prove
results by induction over object-level syntax. This is another area where the
above frameworks present problems. For instance, the ELF was designed
to be weak so that faithfulness of encoding could be demonstrated more
easily. Unfortunately it also means that proving general statements in the
5

meta-theory, as opposed to proving speci c statements that correspond to
particular theorems in the declared theory, is dicult.
In general, an explicit facility for constructing evaluable functions in a
framework theory is useful. This can then be used to exploit meta-level
results directly. Again, Feferman's system lends itself to such an implementation.
x 2.1 The theory FS0 Feferman's system was a result of his asking
the question `what is a formal system?'. Earlier answers were supplied by
Post [16] and Smullyan [18], who looked at classes of strings closed under
inductive de nitions as the generalised notion | in e ect, the theory of
recursively enumerable classes. This is a very useful approach in some ways,
but the versions presented there su er from the problem of being unusable
in practice | when practice means implementing the system on a computer
and using it actually to prove theorems in a declared theory. Thus it has
been ignored as a possible basis for a practical framework until recently. In
the last few years however, a new proposal in the same vein has been made
by Feferman [8], as a competitor to type theoretic frameworks.
Feferman's theory di ers from those of Post and Smullyan most importantly in its basic data structure: strings have been abandoned in favour of
S-expressions4 . He has embedded this theory in a predicate calculus, and
extended it with primitive recursive functions on, and recursively enumerable classes of, S-expressions. The most important feature of the system
is the ability to represent nitary inductive de nitions via these recursively
enumerable classes.
A more formal description of the system is as follows. The system consists of S-expressions, functions on S-expressions, functionals for combining
functions, and classes. There are also sorted variables over S-expressions,
functions and classes. The whole is embedded in the second order predicate
calculus (with quanti cation over classes and functions), with equality and
membership relations.
In what follows we use the following notational conventions: v , w, x,
y, z are variables in FS0 over S-expressions, f , g, h are variables in FS0
over functions, X , Y , Z are variables in FS0 over classes of S-expressions,
U , V are meta-level variables over formulae, F is a meta-level variable over
4
He has been able to learn from the thirty years of experience with the Lisp programming language that has been accumulated by programmers. Lisp is based on S-expressions,
and is still, even after thirty years, one of the most popular languages for symbolic computing. This is a strong argument in favour of the powerful utility of such a data structure
in practice.
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constant-valued functions in FS0 . Also notice that universal quanti cation
of variables that appear free in the statements of theorems or axioms is
implicit.
First there is the sort of S-expressions, S. There is only one explicitly
de ned S-expression, which is 0 (but, below, we show how others are created
out of variables and function applications).
There are versions of the usual functions (all of type F  S ! S) that
occur in a primitive recursive system, as follows. The comma itself is a
function, for pairing, which is de ned together with the projection functions
1 and 2, where
(x; y ) 6= 0
and
 (x1; x2) = x :
These together allow arbitrary S-expressions made up of variables, 0s and
other objects of sort S to be put together, so
i

i

0; : : :; (0; (0; 0)); : : :; ((x; 0); ((x; 0); y )); : : :;
are all S-expressions (for convenience, in the rest of this paper the comma
is taken as associating to the left, so that (x; y; z )  ((x; y ); z ) rather than
(x; (y; z ))). Then there is the identity ,

x = x;
the functions  ,
x

 y = x;
x

and the compare function  ,

v = (w; x; y; z) !

(

v = y if w = x
v = z if w 6= x

(:9w 9x 9y 9z (v = (w; x; y; z ))) ! v = 0
(the last of these deals with the case where  is applied to a `not well formed'
argument, i.e., one that cannot be resolved into a quadruple). Notice that,
since all functions take only one argument, function application is denoted
simply by juxtaposing the name of the function and the argument, though
sometimes brackets will be used for clarity. (In our implementation function
applications to ground S-expressions can be immediately reduced to normal
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forms in the natural way without having to make direct use of these rules,
by an evaluation mechanism.)
These basic functions can be combined using the three second order
combinators C , P and R, which are all of type F  F ! F. The rst two of
these are composition and pairing of functions, so that:

C [f; g]x = f (gx);
P [f; g]x = (fx; gx):
The third is the combinator for structural recursion on S-expressions, and
is more complicated. It expects to be applied to a pair (x; y ), where x is
a collection of parameters for the recursion, that remains constant as the
function descends through the S-expression, and y is the S-expression that
the recursion is upon. So the base and step cases are:

R[f; g](a; 0) = fa;
R[f; g](a; (b; c)) = g(a; b; c; R[f; g](a; b); R[f; g](a; c));
R[f; g]0 = 0:
(As with the de nition of  , the last of these deals with case when the

argument to the function is `not well formed'.) Notice that the combinators
are second order only, so they cannot be applied to themselves, e.g., C [C ; R]
is not well de ned.
Again, for convenience, the composition of two projections  ( x) is
written  x. In the same way, P [f; g; h]  P [P [f; g ]; h], and C [f; g; h] 
C [C [f; g]; h].
At this point, what has been de ned is very similar to pure Lisp restricted
to primitive recursive functions: functions on S-expressions can be de ned
and evaluated, but not reasoned about beyond that. Next the theory is
extended with classes of S-expressions (C), a membership relation 2, and
various class constructor operations. The rst of these is the base class f0g,
where
x 2 f0g $ x = 0:
There are, also, the intersection operations [ and \ of type (C  C ! C)
which have their obvious axioms
i

ij

x 2 X [ Y $ x 2 X _ x 2 Y;
x 2 X \ Y $ x 2 X ^ x 2 Y;
8
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and the function inverse operation ?1 of type F  C ! C where

x 2 f ?1X $ fx 2 X:
These operations are enough between them to provide comprehension for
open formulae built from conjunctions, disjunctions and equality between
terms of sort S in FS0, as follows. Given such a formula U , with only one free
variable over S-expressions, x, proceed as follows. While possible, replace
some term of the form (fx; gx) with P [f; g ]x or some term of the form
f (gx) with C [f; g]x. Then replace each of the equalities of the form fx = gx
with P [f; g; 0; (0 0)]x = 0 and then all equalities of the form fx = 0 or
0 = fx with x 2 f ?1 f0g. Finally, repeatedly replace some term of the form
x 2 X _ x 2 Y with x 2 X [ Y or some term of the form x 2 X ^ Y
with x 2 X \ Y . This will result in a formula U  of the form x 2 X where
` 0 U i ` 0 U.
This leaves only the constructor for recursively enumerable classes I2 (of
type C  C ! C) to be de ned. This allows us to describe in FS0 any class
Z , which can be informally de ned as a base class X closed under a two
place rule
x 2 Z y 2 Z U (z; x; y)
z2Z
;

FS

FS

(where U (z; x; y ) is an open formula in FS0 with free variables x; y and
z). Formally, if Y is a class such that (z; x; y) 2 Y $ U (z; x; y), then
Z  I2(X; Y ) and:

x 2 X ! x 2 Z;
9x 9y(x; y 2 Z ^ (z; x; y) 2 Y ) ! z 2 Z:
(which, with the induction rules described below, gives comprehension over
01 relations, or the recursively enumerable classes). FS0 only explicitly
allows inductive de nitions with two dependents, but this is all that is needed
(as we explain in x2.2).
Now enough machinery has been described so that it is possible to do the
same sort of object-level theorem proving as is possible in systems like ELF,
though without the extra facilities that make ELF easy to use. An encoding
of a language can be de ned using the inductive de nition mechanism of FS0 ;
theories can be de ned in the same way.
But it is not yet possible to prove the sorts of generalised statments about
de ned theories which were mentioned earlier, which is our objective. To do
this we need to be able to prove general statements about classes, and for
9

this purpose there are also two induction axioms: induction over inductively
de ned classes, and induction over S-expressions. Induction over inductively
de ned classes is used to show that the de ned class is a subset of some other
class, i.e., (if X  Y is an abbreviation for 8x(x 2 X ! x 2 Y ), where x
does not occur free in X or Y )
X  Z ! 8w 8x 8y(x 2 Z ! y 2 Z ! (w; x; y) 2 Y ! w 2 Z )
! I2(X; Y )  Z:
And induction over the S-expressions is just
0 2 X ! 8x 8y (x 2 X ! y 2 X ! (x; y ) 2 X ) ! 8x(x 2 X ):

x 2.2 How FS0 is used While FS0 classes are in principal enough to
describe any formal system arising in practice, it is not obvious that this
system is actually usable. To give some idea of how FS0 does work, below is
a part of the de nition of a fragment of the language of rst-order predicate
logic.
We introduce further notational conventions at this point to allow us to
discuss the declared language. We take A; B; C to vary over formulae in
the language of rst-order predicate logic, and a; b to vary over variables in
that language, and Q to vary over quanti ers in that language. A string in
double inverted commas, such as \var ", is taken as the name of a de ned
constant S-expression in FS0 , and an expression of the object language in
quotation marks p  q stands for the encoding of that expression in FS0.
In this encoding the components of the language are all labeled with a
constant in the left hand part of the representing S-expression so that they
can be distinguished. For instance, the set of variables is de ned as the class
of S-expressions which have the constant \var " (which in turn is de ned as
an S-expression) in the left hand part, where anything can be placed in the
right hand part. So the de nition can be thought of as the class
var  f(\var "; x) j x 2 S g

which, in the proper language of FS0 , is the class comprehending all instances
y for which the formula
1y = \var "
is provable.
Then, if the class of atomic predicates ap has been de ned already, it
is possible to give a de nition of the class of well formed formulae in the
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language of predicate logic where the only propositional connectives are
disjunction and negation. First, new distinct constants have to be de ned
for labeling the various components: \8", \9", \ _ " and \:". Then the rule
de ning the language are given as the inductive de nition:
w (pAq)
w (pA _ B q)
w (p:Aq)
w (pQaAq)

?
?
?
?

ap(pAq):
w (pAq) ^ w (pB q):
w (pAq):
w (pAq) ^ var(paq):

where the arrows indicate an inductive de nition (see x2.3); so, for instance,
the rst line says that A is in w if A is an atomic predicate (i.e., in ap).
This is formalised in a way suitable for the inductive de nition mechanism of FS0, as follows:

 ap
 f((\ _ "; (x; y)); x; y) j x; y 2 Sg
2
 f((\:"; x); x; y) j x; y 2 Sg
3
 f((Q; (v; x)); x; y) j v 2 var; Q 2 f\9"; \8"g; x; y 2 Sg
(where the b and s subscripts indicate base and step cases | notice that
only w 1 uses the y in the inductive de nition; in the others it is ignored).
w
w
w
w

b

1
s

s

s

s

The class of formulae is the closure under the class of atomic predicates of
these de nitions and can be written simply as

[ w 2 [ w 3):
Then, for instance, the formula 8aA _ :(B _ C ) can be encoded as the
w  I2(w ; w
b

1
s

s

s

S-expression

(\ _ "; (\8"; (paq; pAq)); (\:"; (\ _ "; (pB q; pC q)))):
However in future we usually take advantage of the notational convention
de ned earlier, and write this instead as p8aA _ :(B _ C )q.
We also provide an abstract sequent calculus presentation of the logical
theory. A sequent (in this case with an single consequent) is de ned simply
as a list of encoded formulae, so that the sequent A1; : : :; A ` A is encoded as (0; A1; : : :; A ; A) (the 0 on the left marks the end of the list, and
corresponds to the `null' in Lisp).
n

n
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Then a rule, which, in a sequent calculus, is of the form:

?1 ` A1; : : :? ` A
? `A
n

n

is de ned as a relation between a list of sequents and a sequent. This relation
in turn can be conveniently represented as a non-empty list of sequents,
the head being the goal, and the tail the subgoals. So if the base class of
sequents, A ` A, is de ned
base  f(0; x; x) j x 2 w g

then a schema for sequent calculus presentations in the language w is the
closure of base under whatever the rules are. So we write it in the schematic
form
SChRSi  I2 (base; RS)
(where SChRSi is a piece of syntactic sugar that abbreviates for the expression on the the right and RS is the set of rules for the theory). Then a
presentation of rst-order predicate logic using the language w is a matter
of de ning an appropriate set of rules R and then de ning
PK

PK  SChR i:
PK

Now a proposition A is provable in rst-order predicate logic i the encoding
of ` A (the sequent with an empty context and the consequent A) is in PK.
This de nition of a schema for sequent calculus presentations shows why
a constructor for inductive de nitions with more than two dependents is
not needed: the inductive de nition of lists of objects requires only two
dependents, and then inductive de nitions dependent on arbitrary numbers
of dependents can be de ned in terms of inductive de nitions which are
dependent on a single list.
The de nition of a rule can itself depend on complex inductive de nitions, for instance the rule for right existential elimination depends on the
de nition of substitution, i.e.,
? ` A[t=a] 9{R
would be de ned in FS0 as

? ` 9aA

9{R  f(0; (x; y0); (x; (\9"; (z; y)))) j (y0; y; v; z) 2 sub g
C
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(where x; y; y 0; v; z correspond to ?; A; A[t=a]; t; a). And then sub is the class
of four place relations between the result of a substitution, the formula to be
substituted into, a term to be substituted in, and a variable to be substituted
for. It is simply another inductively de ned class.
sub(pQaAq; pQaAq; ptq; paq):
sub(ptq; paq; ptq; paq):
sub(paq; paq; ptq; pbq)
sub(pQbA0q; pQbAq; ptq; paq)
sub(pQb0A0 q; pQbAq; ptq; paq)

? paq 6= pbq:

..
.

? pbq 6= paq ^ pbq not free in ptq ^
sub(pA0 q; pAq; ptq; paq):
? pbq =6 paq ^
pbq free in ptq ^
pb0q not free in pt; Aq ^
sub(pA00q; pAq; pb0q; pbq) ^
sub(pA0 q; pA00 q; ptq; paq):

..
.

(notice that the de nition renames variables to avoid capture | the complete de nition can be found in any textbook). There is no dispute that
this approach to substitution is not as convenient as what is used in other
frameworks, but it is certainly usable, and it has some advantages, which
we are able to exploit below.
It is easy to see that membership of ground S-expressions in sub is decidable, and we constructed a tactic to verify membership when it holds5 . On
top of this it is easy to see that a rule application is also a decidable step.
Before moving on, we de ne a little more syntactic sugar that hides the
raw representations used in FS0 for the sake of readability. Instead of writing
the encoding of `? ` A is provable in T ' in FS0 as (p? q; pAq) 2 T , we will
write, simply, p? ` Aq 2 T .
x 2.3 What we have implemented In the description above, there is
little apparently in common between the system that is described as FS0 ,
and what is used to show FS0 in use, though hopefully it should be clear
5
It would be possible to provide a function F that satis ed the de nition of sub so
that (F (x; y; w); x; y; w) 2 sub, which would be a one-step operation that did not need to
invoke a tactic at all; such development is described in [14].
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that the sugared version does not do anything that is not possible in the
original syntax.
In fact, to make FS0 usable, we have implemented a tactic based theorem
prover for a sequent style presentation, inside a Prolog interpreter. We have
also implemented various facilities that translate between a version of the
notation used above and the `raw' form of FS0. So we can automatically
de ne classes speci ed in the form
f(x1; : : :; x ) j U (x ; : : :; x )g
(where U is a formula in FS0, containing free variables x1 ; : : :x ). And also,
in the same manner, inductive de nitions made up of clauses of the form
S (x1; : : :x ) ? U (x1; : : :x )
(with certain restrictions because only inductive de nitions with two dependents are explicitly allowed). The access to Prolog as a tactic language
means, too, that a lot of the work described in the rest of this paper has
been heavily automated.
In use the system looks as follows. When the system is used for proving
theorems in FS0 , the display looks like:
n

n

n

n

n

i

incomplete autotactic(idtac)
v6. (((0,(p2 of v1,p1 of v1),implies),sequent),provableseq
in proofsandlistsC)
==> \/(v20
:: ((v20,proof)in proofsandlistsC)#
((p2 of v20)
= (sequent,
(0,
(implies,(conj,(pn(1,1,1,1,2)of v2,
pn(1,1,2)of v1)),
pn(2,1,2)of v1)))))
by _

This shows a step in the construction of a meta-theorem. The goal states
the existence of a proof object for a schematic object level goal, and the
hypothesis v6 is an induction hypothesis. The user can also see the object
level schematic sequent, in the language of the declared logic, as follows.
[] >> (*object*(pn(1,1,1,1,2)of v2) &
*object*(pn(1,1,2)of v1)) =>
*object*(pn(2,1,2)of v1)
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which, in terms of the notation used in this paper, is the goal
p

` (11112x ^ 112y) ! 212yq:

Currently the system is experimental, but demonstrates the feasibility of
these ideas. With additional work on the interface, it could form the basis
for a practical system.
x 3 How to do metamathematics in FS0
From the description given above it should be clear that FS0 theoretically
o ers the capability to develop the sort of metamathematical extensions that
are discussed in the initial part of this paper. We now discuss more practical
details.
x 3.1 Formalising meta-theoretic extensions When we extend a declared logic with an admissible inference rule, we want the rule to function
as a primitive rule of the original theory. That is, it should have the form

? 0 ` A0 Rule
? `A
(in general, there may be several premisses). This may be expressed within
FS0 as
DRhARi 
(0; p? 0 ` A0 q; p? ` Aq) 2 AR ! p? 0 ` A0 q 2 PK ! p? ` Aq 2 PK:

Here AR is a schematic variable ranging over relations between lists of sequents | in this case, a singleton list | and a sequent.
However, in using this formulation to simulate an inference rule, we need
to supply both p? 0 ` A0q, and a proof that the antecedent of the schema
holds. Thus we have not yet achieved our goal of providing a new one-step
rule of inference.
One approach is to write a tactic that will carry out both of these tasks,
i.e., construct the new sequent, and generate a proof of the antecedent.
However, this is still not genuinely one-step, as the tactic may construct
arbitrarily large object-level derivations | indeed we have no guarantee
that the tactic will succeed.
The solution in FS0 is to provide a function F in FS0 so that

f(0; Fx; x) j x 2 w g  AR
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upon which DRhARi is enough to show that Fx 2 T ! x 2 T .
The de nition of F is not usually immediate. If it were, we could de ne
AR directly as the class
AR  f(Fx; x) j x 2 w g:

In practice, it is easier to work with an intermediate relational de nition,
which allows us to separate what we want to do from how we will go about
doing it. This is particularly convenient in FS0 since it is designed to be
good at working with recursively enumerable classes, not recursive functions,
and its function construction and reasoning facilities are (we have found in
practice) trickier, and more frustrating, to use than those for recursively
enumerable classes | not least because they are based on primitive recursion. Moreover, the speci cation of AR will usually translate naturally into
a recursively enumerable class. The same, translated into a computationally
ecient primitive recursive function, may not be so comprehensible.
x 4 Doing metamathematics in FS0
Now we present a particular example of what has been described above in
general form; the example we have chosen is the de nition and construction
of a rule for quanti er prenex form for predicate logic. The rule is provided for the theory PK de ned above, where the only connectives are the
quanti ers, disjunction and negation. The prenex form theorem says:
For any formula A in classical rst-order predicate logic PK there
exists another formula A  Qa1 : : :Qa B where each a is distinct from the others, each Q is a universal or existential quanti er, B is open, and such that ` A $ A . From this, the
admissible rule ? ` A i ? ` A follows.
x 4.1 De ning the relation Below we de ne a relation between A and a
corresponding prenex form. The relation we formalise is designed to suggest
a subsequently de ned function that computes normal forms. The de nition
here deals only with a fragment of the language of PK, so it is not possible
to use DeMorgan's laws for instance. The details are as follows:
n

pf (pAq; pAq)
pf (pQaAq; pQaA q)
pf (p:Aq; pB q)
pf (pA _ B q; pC q)

?
?
?
?

i

ap(pAq):
pf (pAq; pA q):
pf (pAq; pA q) ^ pni (pA q; pB q):
pf (pAq; pA q) ^ pf (pB q; pB  q) ^
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joinor(pA q; pB  q; pC q):

where the subsidiary de nitions are:
pni (pAq; p:Aq)
pni (pQaAq; pQaA q)

? pAq 6= pQaC q:
? pni (pAq; pAq):

and
joinor(pAq; pB q; pA _ B q)
joinor(pQaAq; pB q; pQa C q)

? pAq 6= pQaC q ^ pBq 6= pQaC q:
? joinor(pA[a=a]q; pBq; pC q)
^paq 2= pAq; pBq:
joinor(pB q; pAq; pC q) ? joinor(pAq; pB q; pC q):
(Here the notation Q just means `the other quanti er than Q', e.g., 8  9,
and paq 2= pAq means that a does not occur free in A; pf stands for

`predicate form' and pni for `push negation in'). These de nitions can
easily be converted into the de nitions of recursively enumerable sets in
FS0 , in the same way as w earlier; so (like with w ) classes of the form
pf ; pf 1; : : :; joinor ; : : : etc. will actually be built by the system.
x 4.2 Verifying the relation pf Since this is supposed to correspond
to an admissible rule, we will want to prove an instance of DRhi, but rst
we show that
b

b

s

`

F S0

(pAq; pA q) 2 pf ! p ` A $ A q 2 PK

()

where the usual syntactic abbreviations for the various connectives hold,
i.e.,

A $ B  (A ! B) ^ (B ! A);
A ^ B  :(:A _ :B);
A ! B  :A _ B:

x 4.2.1 An appropriate form of the goal Since pf has been de ned
by inductive de nition, the obvious way to prove () is by induction over
classes, but this is not yet possible; the goal has rst to be rewritten to
pf  P [0; i ]?1 PK
F
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(0 )

with the de nitions:
i
and
imp
or
neg
rev

F

F

F
F
F
F

C [and ; P [imp ; C [imp ; rev ]]];
C [neg ; or ; P [C [neg ; 1]; C [neg ; 2]]];
C [or ; P [C [neg ; 1]; 2]];
P [\_"; ];
P [\:"; ];
P [2; 1]:

=
=
=
=
=
=

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

Then it is fairly easy to see, by simplifying the function applications, that
() if (0 ). I.e.,
pf  P [0; i ]?1PK $ 8x(x 2 pf ! x 2 P [0; i ]?1 PK)
F

F

and

x 2 P [0; i ]?1PK $ P [0; i ]x 2 PK
F

F

and, from the de nitions above,

P [0; i ]x
= (0; i x)
= (0; and (imp x; imp (rev x)))
= (0; and (or ((neg (1 x); 2x); (neg (2x); 1x))))
= (0; and (p:1 x _ 2xq; p:2 x _ 1 xq))
= (0; and (p1 x ! 2 xq; p2x ! 1xq))
F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

..
.
=

F

p

` 1x $ 2xq:

Notice that there is a slight abuse here of the conventions we have de ned:
terms of FS0 such as variables and their projections appear as part of the
notation for encoded sequents of the declared theory. In fact x is an FS0
variable ranging over pairs of formulae in the declared language. This is
how schematic formulae are represented in our system. Fortunately, this
reduction does not need to be done by hand, since the machine is able to
take care of the messy details.
Then applying induction over the classes de ned in xx 4.1 to (0 ) generates two subgoals:
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the base case

`

F S0

x 2 pf ! x 2 P [0; i ]?1PK
b

F

and the step case

`

F S0

x 2 P [0; i ]?1PK !
y 2 P [0; i ]?1PK !
(w; x; y ) 2 pf !
w 2 P [0; i ]?1PK:
F

F

s

F

x 4.2.2 The base case The base case is easy; the de nition of pf given
above is translated automatically into a formula equivalent to x 2 pf $
(1x = 2x ^ 1 x 2 ap), so the base case simpli es to
1x 2 ap ` p1x $ 1xq 2 PK
b

b

F S0

which follows trivially.

x 4.2.3 The step case The step case is, naturally, more dicult: here

there are three sub-cases, depending on whether the outermost connective
is a quanti er, a disjunction or a negation. Assuming that the step case
has been reduced to a subgoal for each of these cases, we will work through
the rst (for the case where the quanti er is \8"), since it is the easiest and
makes all the important points without obscuring details. The goal that has
to be proven then, reduces by thinning, simpli cation, and rules available
in R to:
PK

 x ` 2xq; p2x ` 1xq 2 PK; z 2 var `

p 1

F S0

8z(1x) ` 8z(2x)q 2 PK:

p

The goal here is very similar in form to a goal in the declared theory, as
described earlier in this paper, except that it is schematic; x varies over
pairs of formulae in the object language, and z over variables in the object
language. This does not stop us treating it like an ordinary object-level
goal though, so long as we realise that some of the housekeeping that is
automatically checked when the goal is ground will instead have to be dealt
with separately. The proof follows by eliminating the quanti er on the right
using an instance of z . This can be done because z does not appear free on
the hypothesis list. Then, by the fact that 2x[z=z ] = 2 x, the consequent
is reduced to 2x. Then eliminating the quanti er of the formula on the left
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in the same way reduces the goal to one of the hypotheses, and the result
follows.
What is most remarkable about this proof is how much of it can be done
in much the same way as an ordinary object-level proof. The important
di erence is that some of the theory of the binding mechanism has to be
developed, since some of the side conditions which, for ground terms, are
decidable propositions, have now to be proven by appeal to lemmas (e.g.,
that fact that identity substitution is an identity operation). In fact, as
long as some care is taken in their construction, FS0 tactics designed for
encoded object level proofs for PK are usable for more general reasoning,
e.g., schematic PK formulae, as in this example.
x 4.3 The new derived rule Given the proof of () we can now prove
the appropriate instance of the DRhi schema. First it is necessary to construct an appropriate relation between a list of sequents and a sequent, which
can be easily de ned as
Pf (p? ` A q; p? ` Aq)

? pf (pAq; pAq);

(where Pf stands simply for `sequent predicate form') then `
quickly reduces, after simpli cation, and cutting in (), to:

? ` Aq 2 PK; p ` A $ Aq 2 PK `

p

F S0

F S0

DRhPf i

? ` Aq 2 PK

p

which is easily proved by a tactic for PK proofs.
Now we have achieved the rst part of what is described in x3.1. So
we could build a tactic that would take any p? ` Aq 2 PK, construct an
appropriate p? ` A q, and then construct a proof disposing of the resultant
subgoal
(p? ` A q; p? ` Aq) 2 Pf :
x 4.4 Constructing and verifying the function But if we stop here,
we still need, each time, to prove the subgoal; we still do not have a one-step
derivation at the user interface. To x this, the next part of the development
is the construction of a function pf that can be veri ed to perform the
transformation automatically, inside FS0 .
The de nition of pf itself corresponds to an algorithm, but the algorithm
is not encodable directly in FS0 : the only computation facility available
directly in FS0 is primitive recursion on S-expressions. We have implemented
a facility that is able to solve speci cations for functions that use course of
F
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values recursion on S-expressions, and is easily able to deal with functions
for pf and pni de ned as follows:
pf (pA _ B q)
pf (p:Aq)
pf (pQaAq)
pf (pAq)
pni (pQaAq)
pni (pA _ B q)
pni (p:Aq)
pni (pAq)
F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

joinor (pf (pAq); pf (pB q));
pni (pf (pAq));
pQa(pf (pAq))q;
F

F

F

F

F

F

A;
pQa(pni (pAq))q;
p:(A _ B )q;
pAq;
p:Aq:
p q

F

(It should be noted that the branches are assumed to be tested in order,
so that the last branch of, for instance, pf above, is the `otherwise' case
| it is assumed implicitly that none of the possibilities above it in the list
hold). The de nition of joinor presents greater diculties though, since its
de nition is not course of values. But the de nition can be rewritten using
course of values recursion if a secondary function is used.
F

F

Qa(joinor (Sub(paq; paq; pAq); pBq))q
where pa q = n (pA; B q)
joinor (pAq; pB q) = joinor0 (pAq; pB q)
joinor0 (pAq; pQaB q) = pQa (joinor0 (pAq; Sub(pa q; paq; pB q)))q
where pa q = n (pA; B q)
joinor0 (pAq; pB q) = pA _ B q
joinor (pQaAq; pB q) =
F

p

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

We now show how to prove that the relation
pfF  f(x; y ) j x 2 w ; y = pf xg
F

is a subrelation of pf, i.e., that
pfF  pf:

()

This cannot be done in the same way as in the proof of the apparently
similar (0) because pfF is not given as an inductively de ned class. Since we
are trying to verify a function, we want to use induction over S-expressions,
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which we can do, indirectly, as follows: pfF is de ned as a primitive recursive
class, and therefore its complement pfF is de nable in FS0 as
pfF  f(x; y ) j y 6= pf xg:
F

So, since () is a consequence of

x 2= pfF _ x 2 pf
$ x 2 pfF _ x 2 pf
$ x 2 pfF [ pf
and the last of these can be tackled easily by a course of values induction
on S-expressions (the path of the proof simply follows the structure of the
de nition of the relation), the result follows.
Then, if PfF is de ned as
PfF(p? ` A q; p? ` Aq)

? pfF(pAq; pA q);

it is easy to show that DRhPfFi implies

? ` Aq 2 PK ! p? ` Aq 2 PK
where pA q is pf (pAq). This is a genuine one-step deduction, since the
normalisation of pf (A) can be done by the pds itself.
p

F

At this stage we have constructed a function that transforms a formula
in the language of w into its prenex form, in one step, inside FS0. Furthermore, we have proved formally, in FS0, that this transformation is admissible
in the theory PK, i.e., that

? ` Aq 2 PK ! p? ` Aq 2 PK

p

is valid for PK, which is what we wanted to do.

x 5 Conclusions and further work

We have described work showing that Feferman's proposed system FS0 is a
practical option for a framework theory, and further that it is possible to
use FS0 to prove meta-level theorems that can be used to extend a declared
logic safely and eciently. Speci cally, we have shown that it is not dicult
to reason about formal theories that use bound variables, and to derive
admissible rules, such as the prenex example.
The total speci cations for the language and theory used in the example
described here consisted of about a thousand lines of de nitions, but a lot
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of this was basic de nitions and the substitution mechanism. It was also
the rst large de nition that has been constructed with the current support
facilities. A reconstruction of the same work would, we think, be smaller,
and would also be more modular | as the speci cation is at the moment it
is dicult to see which de nitions are speci c to the de nition of PK and
which are more general. The speci cation of (a slightly more sophisticated
form of) the normal form theorem consisted of about a hundred lines of
code, and the two parts of the proof (showing that the relation is valid,
and constructing a function that satis es the relation) took about a day to
construct each.
x 5.1 The implementation One obvious question to ask is `how important is the fact that we have implemented our system directly in Prolog?';
i.e., would FS0 be a usable system if it was instead implemented using another framework such as Isabelle or the ELF? We would argue that such an
implementation would probably not be very useful for the following reason:
FS0 is itself intended as a framework theory, so if it were implemented on
top of another system then any work done in a logic declared in it would
have to work through two levels of encoding to get to the machine level. Further, special care was taken to provide an ecient evaluation mechanism for
function applications, and this might not be available in other approaches.
x 5.2 Further work, and other considerations One distinctive feature of FS0 is that its proof-theoretic strength is very low (identical to PRA
| primitive recursive arithmetic). This restricts the class of theorems that
can be proven (the problem is particularly signi cant for meta-theory, which
does sometimes need to appeal to stronger forms of induction than is available in PRA). The reason that Feferman gives for this restriction is `: : : to
have a formulation of Godel's second incompleteness theorem which applies
to systems containing PRA in one way or another'[7], which would be a challenging further piece of work. This would in turn introduce the possibility
of using re ection principles to increase the proof strength of the system.
Indeed, the idea that re ection be exploited in FS0 is implicit, if not explicit,
in another strand of his work, for instance in his recent paper [9].
Less ambitiously, it is clear from what is described above that the ability to de ne functions is important when working in FS0. In principle, the
functions that the system allows to be de ned are enough to allow anything
that is feasibly computable to be computed. However, using only the facilities that are directly available, de ning an appropriate function can be very
dicult in practice. The development of (conservative) extensions to the
23

function de nition facilities, to make this easier would be a very worthwhile
step.
Another direction of research that seems to o er possibilities not so easily
available in other frameworks is the notion of schematic presentations of
theories. An examination of the formal proof of the theorem presented in
this paper shows that, for instance, wherever the theory PK  SChR i is
used, it would be easily possible instead to prove a version of the theorem
abstracted over a class EX, that used the theory PK0  SChR [ EXi, thus
proving that the rule is admissible in any extension of PK. This might o er
very general facilities for sharing meta-theoretic results; but we have barely
started to consider the implications of this.
PK

PK
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